
Reception Home Learning

It’s Read Write Inc again this morning.  Remember, to tailor the RWI work to your child - a little bit of 
challenge is good but allow your child to experience lots of success.  Here are the jobs: 

1. Speed sounds - watch one of the sounds videos
2. Red words - do your own or watch one of the videos
3. Green words - watch one of the videos.  Even if your child finds these hard, it’s really good for 

them to hear the sound buttons being pressed and the words being blended together. 
4. Read the ditty together.  If your child finds this too hard, read it to them and get them to repeat 

after you or track the words with you as you read.
5. Have a go at writing some green words from our ditty: cub, kit, bin.  Extension: cub in the sun

But - if step 5 is too tricky, draw a picture to show what’s going on in the ditty and try to hear 
and write the initial sounds of the key green words above. 

6. Over the course of the week practice the letter formation on the PDF attached

Tuesday

Mathematical Development
Let’s use our skills to be problem solvers today!
Our Learning: Finding the missing part in a part whole calculation
Key Vocabulary: Part, whole, add, equals, altogether, the same as

One of the most important skills in our maths curriculum is the ability to explain.  When a child can 
do this we know that they really understand.  Explaining is going to really important today!

1. Print the sheet for today (or drawing your own will be just as easy)
2. Work at your child’s pace.  If you feel that you can explain the 1st one and leave them to 

get on - that’s great! Just ensure that they explain to you what they have done when they’re 
finished.  Or, work through each one together, talking as you go with the key vocabulary set 
out above.  Get out bricks or blocks to show the calculation practically if that helps. 

3. If your child has managed to find the missing numbers, challenge them to write the 
calculations beside the part wholes. 

4. Let us know how you get on!
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Reception Home Learning

Day 2

Topic
We’ve got a lovely story to share with your today called The Magical Snow Garden.  
Enjoy the story and Mrs Grimes’ video before embarking on today’s job. 
We’re going to start a two day project today as you make your own Magical Snow 
Garden.  
Look at the picture of Wellington’s Magical Snow Garden that we’ve attached and 
begin to think about how you will make yours.  Will you make your garden inside or 
outside?  Will you have flowers, trees, little lights… the possibilities are endless. 

Today, you can spend lots of time talking about how your garden is going to be and 
maybe you could gather your resources and prepare your base.  If you’ve got lots of 
time, you could draw and label a plan

We can’t wait to see your finished gardens on Wednesday afternoon!

        
We’d love to see what you’ve done today.  Upload some pictures to your child’s school 360        
journal.  Don’t forget to email if you have any questions or concerns.

Today’s Physical Challenge!
Let’s get our hearts pumping today!  Get 3 pairs of socks and a bowl.  Put the bowl at one end of your 
living room and spread three pairs of socks out in a line going down to the other end of your living room.  
On the word ‘go’, you must run and get the 1st pair of socks and bring them to the bowl.  Then run to get the 
second pair of socks and put them in your bowl.  Finally, run to get the third pair of socks and the clock stops 
when you put that last pair in the bowl.  Maybe it could be a whole family challenge!  I wonder will be the 
fastest?


